
SIAM
SERVICES



At Harrison James, we offer consultancy that isn’t 

scripted, templated or one we did earlier. It is all 

tailored to the individual customer needs and 

desired outcomes. We utilise all of the best practice 

frameworks (ITIL, COBIT, Prince2, Agile, etc.) across 

the full enterprise combining the best elements to 

ensure your goals and objectives are met. 

Background

IN DELIVERING
8 YEARS

 Customer Outcomes
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SIAM Services

Your people are your most 
important asset.

People

Helping the retained organisation 
assure their SIAM service

Assurance

Helping the retained organisation 
and SIAM providers

Consulting

Leads or supports the 
implementation of SIAM

Implementation

Not all implementations go right 
�rst time, we are here to help.

Stabilisation

Helping the retained organisation 
move SIAM provider

Transition



People



People are any organisations most prized asset and 

a SIAM organisation is no different. Harrison James 

believe in the importance of focusing on sourcing, 

selecting, developing and retaining the best Talent. 
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Features

Creation of Role Design Packs that include:
1. Role Descriptions/Pro�le
2. Interview Packs
3. Skills Matrix
4. Development Planning

02

Campaign - Design and Delivery of Recruitment 
Campaigns to help source the best Talent01

Coaching and Mentoring – Accelerate the 
development and maturity of your team with 1-1 
or team coaching

03

Training – Extensive range of SIAM, Best Practice, 
Soft Skills and Management certi�cation delivered 
in classroom or online. Also bespoke training that 

builds in your own speci�c needs and scenarios 
combining learning with real life improvement.

 

04

People Health Check – Periodic review of the health of 
your teams, checks that good management and 
development is in place and is maintaining the focus 
on your people

05



We offer a range of outcomes that can support your 

in house team utilising people that have been 

working with SIAM for many years and have been 

there and done it.
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Benefits

Creation of high quality Role Designs that 
set out what good looks like, ensures your 

employees and managers have a clear 
expectation of what is to be delivered that is 

aligned to your business outcomes

02

Sourcing the right Talent can make or break the 
success of your organisation. We can help you �nd 
the superstars you need to succeed in a highly 
competitive market

01

Well coached and managed staff have a greater 
level of engagement with your business, they tend 
to stay in position longer and their output tends to 
be of a higher quality.

03

Training delivered in the right format for the 
individual aids their development which again 

improves their job satisfaction, retention and the 
quality/maturity of their output.

04

By performing a health check of your People 
Management and Development you can address 
issues early and identify improvements. Better to 
prevent than cure!

05



Assurance



Whether it is a new implementation, a major change, 

building an internal assurance capability or to 

support the ongoing delivery it is good to have a 

partner that can support your internal teams by 

providing the right specialist expertise.
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Features

Provide the “Full” assurance of the SIAM 02

Design, build and launch the Assurance Capability 
for your retained organisation01

Provide Assurance Packs that provide the 
schedule and activities for your own internal team 
to deliver

03

Assurance of SIAM Programmes ( New or Major 
Change ) to ensure the desired quality is 

maintained
04

Targeted assurance of problem areas05



 Harrison James offers this specialist assurance 

capability to ensure the right quality outcomes are 

being achieved.
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Benefits

Development of the internal assurance 
capability to the required level. 02

Provides the right focus on quality across the 
whole SIAM EcoSystem01

Outsourced assurance provides a “high quality” 
proven capability leaving your internal team to 
focus on the supplier and business community. 
Provides an impartial view of the levels of quality

03

Ability to quick start the assurance capability
 

04

Ensure that supplier quality is at the desired level05



Implementation



You have decided that you want to embark on a SIAM journey and need an expert 

partner to ensure your journey is a success

SIAM
Implementation

Features

The build of the SIAM eco -system 02

Design capabilities to ensure your SIAM and your 
TOM are aligned with your business drivers.             
1. Capability/Process
2. People
3. Supplier Selection
4. Technology and Tooling

01

Transition and Readiness – Ensuring your SIAM 
teams and suppliers are ready to go into live 
service

03

Test and Validation of your SIAM that ensures end 
to end quality  04

Improvement Journey-  The SIAM journey doesn’t stop 
at the go live.  The maturity of SIAM will go well 
beyond go live so make sure you stay on track. 05



 Harrison James can be that expert partner providing 

a full lifecycle capability to shape and deliver your 

SIAM vision

SIAM
Implementation

Benefits

A holistic view of the SIAM design, not just 
the supplier and technology focus to cover 

all of the key design areas
 

02

A SIAM that is well designed, identifying and 
overcoming our challenges early01

A managed build and transition that considers 
cost, quality and timing to meet your business 
need.

03

A full lifecycle partner that goes beyond go live to 
ensure the business bene�ts are realised. 04

Enable your internal team to be self su�cient and limit 
the need for further consultancy support 

05



Stabilisation



You may of implemented SIAM however it's not meeting the objectives originally set out.

SIAM
Stabilisation

Features

Creation of correction plans for the 
“Problem “areas 

02

Full assurance assessment to identify “Problem “ 
areas that need to be addressed. 01

Own the delivery of correction plans or provide 
coaching support for your own internal team to 
enable them to deliver. 

03

Targeted supplier turnarounds for when a speci�c 
supplier is not performing. Intensi�ed Assurance 

and Commercial Oversight until corrected 
04

A full improvement programme to provide a holistic 
turnaround of a failing SIAM. The full reset.05



Harrison James can help correct and stabilise your 

SIAM by a full assessment and targeted improvement 

plans. 

SIAM
Stabilisation

Benefits

Accelerate the timeline to correct by 
utilising experienced SIAM professionals  02

Ability to clearly identify problem areas and apply 
corrective actions 01

Outsource any correction/improvement or coach 
your internal team to enable them to deliver 03

Supplier turnarounds that quickly address your 
performance gaps or a plan to replace the supplier 04

Ability to drive transformation at an enterprise scale 
so that real change is achieved 

05



Transition



Your SIAM suppliers will need to be replaced whether its your integrator or a service 

provider and whether it is due to poor performance, to add a new service/capability or 

to ensure the right commercial benefits 

SIAM
Transition

Features

Provide sourcing and selection to ensure the 
best supplier is selected 

02

Deliver replacement plans for a supplier.

01

On and Off boarding of a new supplier 03

Commercial Negotiations/Bids/RFP/RFQ  04

Requirements Gathering  05



Harrison James can support this transition of 

supplier to ensure there is minimal impact on the 

overall service. 

SIAM
Transition

Benefits

Ensure the supplier is on boarded or off 
boarded without causing business 

interruption 
02

Ensure the best �t suppliers are sourced 01

Ensure the best commercial arrangements for  
SIAM supplier are achieved 03

Effective requirements gathering to ensure the 
suppliers selected can meet your business need  04

Reduction of the risk of supplier change 05



Consulting



There is of course a wide range of assistance that Harrison can provide to support the 

effectiveness of your SIAM and the services we detailed are a number of these.

SIAM
Consulting

Features

Pragmatic and non-text book approach to 
consultancy  

02

Experienced ( 20 years +) Lead Consultants that 
have been involved in multiple SIAM and ITSM 
engagements 

01

From a small improvement to a large programme 
we are happy to help 

03

Certi�ed in multiple Best Practise Frameworks and 
Methodologies 

04

Business focused. Not “Tech” Centric and consider the 
whole enterprise 

05



Harrison James can support with any of your SIAM need and have 

provided some further areas detailed below. If they are not listed 

below then please contact us and we will be happy to talk through 

your specific challenge. 

SIAM
Consulting

Benefits

Good value for money as has Top 4 grade 
consultants but without the Top 4 cost  02

Able to get the root cause of problems and identify 
solutions quickly 01

Ability to scale quickly for when you need our 
support.  03

Focused on developing your team so you can gain 
independence from 3rd party consultants  04

Will provide real outcomes and not just a pretty slide 
deck 

05



Get In Contact 
Today!

harrisonjamesit.com

+44 (0)20 3667 3666

info@harrisonjamesit.com

Guildford, UK


